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ABSTRACT-Because the Internet has been
widely applied in various fields, more and
more network protection issues emerge and
catch people’s attention. Though, adversaries
often hide themselves by spoofing their own IP
addresses and then launch attacks. For this
reason, researchers have planned a lot of
traceback schemes to trace the source of these
attacks. Various use only one packet in their
packet logging schemes to achieve IP tracking.
Others unite packetmarking with packet
logging and therefore create hybrid IP
traceback schemes demanding less storage but
requiring a longer search. In this paper, we
suggest a new hybrid IP traceback scheme
with efficient packet logging aiming to have a
fixed storage requirement for each router
(under 320 KB, according to CAIDA’s skitter
data set) in packet logging without the need to
refresh the logged tracking information and to
achieve zero false positive and false negative
rates in attack-path reconstruction. In
addition, we utilize a packet’s marking field to
censor attack traffic on its upstream routers.
Finally, we simulate and analyze our scheme,
in evaluation with other related research, in
the following aspects: computation, storage
requirement, and accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of the Internet,
various internet applications are developed for
different kinds of users. Due to the decreasing
cost of Internet access and its increasing
availability from a plethora of devices and
applications, the impact of attacks becomes
more significant. To disrupt the service of a
server, the sophisticated attackers may launch
a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack.
Based on the number of packets to deny the
service of a server, we can categorize DDoS

attacks into flooding-based
software exploit attacks [10].

attacks

and

The major signature of flooding-based
attacks is a huge amount of forged source
packets to exhaust a victim’s limited
resources. Another type of DoS attack,
software exploit attacks, attacks a host using
the host’s vulnerabilities with few packets
(e.g., Teardrop attack and LAND attack).
Since most edge routers do not check the
origin’s address of a packet, core routers have
difficulties in recognizing the source of
packets. The source IP address in a packet can
be spoofed when an attacker wants to hide
himself from tracing. So, IP spoofing makes
hosts hard to defend against a DDoS attack.
For these reasons, increasing a mechanism to
locate the real source of impersonation attacks
has become an important issue nowadays.
For tracing the actual source of
flooding-based attack packets, we propose a
traceback scheme that marks routers’ interface
numbers and integrates packet logging with a
hash table (RIHT) to deal with these logging
and marking issues in IP traceback. Packet
marking can be put into two categories,
deterministic packet marking (DPM) and
probabilistic packet marking (PPM). Belenky
and Ansari [3], [4] propose DPM traceback
schemes to mark a border routers’ IP address
on the passing packets. Though, IP header’s
identification field is not enough to store the
full IP address. For this reason, the border
router divides its IP into several segments and
computes the digest of its IP. Then it randomly
chooses a segment and the digest to mark on
its passing packets.When the destination host
receives enough packets, it can use the process
to assemble the different segments. On the
other hand, Savage et al. [18] propose a PPM
scheme with edge sampling which is called
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FMS. Song and Perrig [20] propose the AMS
scheme. Yaar et al. [24] propose the FIT
scheme. Al-Duwari and Govindarasu [1]
propose the probabilistic pipelined packet
marking (PPPM) scheme. Gong and Sarac [26]
propose a practical packet marking scheme.
These probability-based schemes
require routers to mark partial path
information on the packets which pass through
them with a probability. That is to declare, if a
victim collects enough marked packets, it can
reconstruct the full attack path. Since floodingbased traceback schemes need to collect a
large amount of attack packets to find the
origin of attacks, these schemes are not
suitable for tracing the origins of software
exploit attacks Most current tracing schemes
that are designed for software exploits can be
categorized into three groups: single packet,
packet logging [9], [19], and hybrid IP
traceback [1], [8], [9], [15], [16], [25]. The
basic idea of packet logging is to log a
packet’s information on routers. Huffman
codes [8], Modulo/ Reverse modulo
Technique (MRT) [15] and MOdulo/Reverse
modulo (MORE) [16] use interface numbers
of routers, in its place of partial IP or link
information, toward mark a packet’s route
information. Each of these methods marks
routers’ border numbers on a packet’s IP
header along a route.
However, a packet’s IP header has
rather limited space for marking and therefore
cannot always afford to record the full route
information. Hence, they integrate packet
logging into their marking schemes by
allowing a packet’s marking field temporarily
logged on routers. We get these tracing
methods still require high storage on logged
routers. Moreover, their schemes cannot avoid
a false positive problem because their packet
digests in each log table may have collision,
and their schemes even have false depressing
problem when routers refresh logged data.
Separately from these, we find their exhaustive
searching
quite
inefficient
in
path
reconstruction. For these reasons, we suggest a
traceback scheme that marks routers’ interface
numbers and integrates packet logging with a
hash table (RIHT) to deal with these logging
and marking issues in IP traceback. RIHT be a
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hybrid IP traceback scheme designed to
achieve the following properties: 1) Our
storage requirement for an arbitrary router is
bounded above by the number of paths to the
router, and hence every router does not need to
refresh logged tracking information. 2) Our
scheme achieves nothing false positive and
false
negative
rates
in
attack-path
reconstruction. 3) We have superior efficiency
in path reconstruction. 4) Our scheme can edit
attack traffic.

2. RELATED WORK
Most of current single packet
traceback schemes tend to log packets’
information on routers. For instance, Snoeren
et al.[19] propose a system SPIE to digest the
unchanged parts of a packet and used bloom
filter to log the digest. However, this scheme
requires large storage space and has a false
positive problem in the bloom filter. For this
reason, Zhang and Guan [25] propose TOPO
to improve the efficiency and precision of
SPIE, but TOPO still needs large storage
capacity and inevitably has a false positive
problem because of the bloom filter. The
hybrid IP traceback schemes are introduced to
mitigate the storage problem of logging-based
traceback schemes. Gong and Sarac [9]
propose a hybrid IP traceback scheme called
Hybrid IP Traceback (HIT) combining packet
marking and packet logging. HIT uses packet
marking to reduce the number of routers
required for logging. Further researchers have
proposed new schemes to other reduce the
storage requirement for router logging and to
decrease the number of routersrequired for
logging, Modulo/Reverse modulo Technique
(MRT) [15] and MOdulo/REverse modulo
(MORE) [16].
Since these schemes use interface
numbers of routers for marking, they assume a
router set R={R1,R2,….,Ri,….Rl} comprising
l routers in a network and require all the
routers support the respective traceback
schemes. And, they use the degree of a router
as a parameter in their marking schemes where
the degree is the number of interfaces of the
router, not including ports connected to local
networks. Here we use D(Ri) to denote the
degree of a router Ri. Besides, these schemes
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need to maintain an interface table on each
router in advance. This table maps a unique
number to each interface of a router along
which the router is connected to another
router. The interface numbers of a router Ri
are between 0 and D(Ri )-1 . For discussion,
we denote by UIri (or UIi if there is no
ambiguity) the upstream interface number of a
Ri router in a route r. In what follows, we use
routes and paths interchangeably. In the
marking process, each router puts UIi into the
marking field. Perhaps the simplest way to
encode UIi is by fixed-length coding [8].
However, such an approach does not use a
packet’s marking field efficiently D(Ri) if is
not a power of two. Choi and Dai [8] propose
a marking scheme using Huffman coding to
reduce the bits required for marking on a
packet. It encodes UIi by Huffman coding
according to the traffic of each interface. Their
analysis shows their scheme has superior
performance when the traffic distribution for
each interface is unequal.
Malliga and Tamilarasi propose two
traceback schemes, namely MRT [15] and
MORE [16]. While MRT uses a 32-bit
marking field, MORE uses a 16-bit marking
field and separates a log table into D(Ri) parts.
They use mathematical methods to mark the
marking fields. In their marking schemes, the
new marking field =marking field * D(Ri)+ UIi
is computed by the routers to which a packet is
forwarded. In their path rebuilding, the old
marking field= marking field/ D(Ri) is
computed by the routers to which a packet is
traced back; the upstream interface number UIi
=marking field% D(Ri)is also computed where
% is the modulo operation, also the packet is
sent back to the upstream router along the
obtained upstream interface. According to the
test results in MRT and MORE, the average
bits used for marking are fewer than those in
Huffman coding.
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on the packet. We replacement this
marking/logging process until the packet
reaches its destination. After that, we can
reverse such procedure to trace back to the
origin of attack packets.

Fig. 1. Network topology

Network Topology and Preliminaries
As the network topology shows in Fig.
1, a router can be connected to a local network
or other routers, or even both. A frame router
receives packets from its local network. A core
router receives packets from further routers.
For example, serves as a border router when it
receives packets from Host. though, it
becomes a core router when receiving packets
from. The assumptions of our methods are as
follows.
1) A router creates an interface table and
numbers the upstream interfaces from 0 to
D(Ri)-1 in advance.
2) A router know whether a packet comes
from a router or a local network.
3) Such a traceback method is viable on every
router.
4) The traffic route and network topology can
be changed, but not often.

3. RIHT
Like MRT and MORE, RIHT marks
interface numbers of routers on packets so as
to trace the path of packets. While the marking
field on each packet is limited, our packetmarking scheme can need to log the marking
field into a hash table and store the table index

Fig. 2. Fields of an IP packet.We use the gray fields as
marking field in RIHT.
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If we use the identification field to mark a
packet, it can lead to identification number
collision in the reassembling process. In fact,
the chance of segmented packets has been
getting lower and lower from 0.25% to 0.06%,
according to Stocia et al. [21] and John et al.
[11]. The two pieces of research also help
support our argument about the effect of MTU
usage in TCP. By using MTU, there is no big
fragment problem raised in OpSec [27]. John
et al. [12] also point out that over 60% of
fragmented packets are attacking packets.
Therefore, if attackers try to use Encapsulating
Security Payload (ESP) packets to evade IDS,
their randomly generated ESP packets can
never be decrypted at a victim’s site because
of the lack of proper shared keys. In such a
case, the adversaries can only generate a large
volume of forged ESP packets to attack a host,
overriding the victim’s bandwidth and
computation resources.
TABLE I
NOTATIONS
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If we scratch the ESP packets with a low
probability, the marked packets are enough for
us to trace the attackers’ source, also the
unmarked segmented ESP packets are still
able to assemble at the destination host. In
some cases, adversaries can compromise a
node in the target network first. Then they can
use ESP packets in their software exploit, e.g.,
Teardrop assault and LAND attack, which lean
to consume destination hosts’ buffer and
computation resources. But we overwrite the
fragment field; the attackers are not bright to
launch Teardrop attacks to deny the service at
a victim’s site. If we overwrite together the
fragment field and the fragment “flag”, then
adversaries can no longer keep a victim
waiting for the last fragmented segment.
As mentioned above, the use of the
fragment and the identification fields will not
affect most legitimate packets. Further,
fragmentation is commonly used for IDS
evasion. Hence, when we overwrite these two
fields in our traceback design, we avoid
attackers using fragmented packets to evade
IDS. For this cause, we use an IP header’s
recognition field, flag field, and fragment
offset field as a 32-bit marking field, shown in
Fig. 2. Notations in this paper are shown in
Table I.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid
IP traceback scheme (RIHT) for efficient
packet logging aiming to have a fixed storage
requirement in packet logging without the
need to refresh the logged tracking
information. And, the proposed scheme has
zero false positive and false negative rates in
an attack-path reconstruction. Separately from
these properties, our scheme can also install a
marking field as a packet identity to filter
malicious traffic and secure against
DoS/DDoS attacks. Accordingly, with high
accuracy, a low storage condition, and fast
computation, RIHT can provide as an efficient
and secure scheme for hybrid IP traceback.
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